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Abstract
In this paper, we study amplitude shaping schemes for the probabilistic amplitude shaping (PAS) framework as well as algorithms for constant-composition distribution matching
(CCDM). Huffman-coded sphere shaping (HCSS) is discussed in detail, which internally uses
Huffman coding to determine the composition to be used and relies on conventional CCDM
algorithms for mapping and demapping. Numerical simulations show that HCSS closes the
performance gap between distribution matching schemes and sphere shaping techniques such
as enumerative sphere shaping (ESS). HCSS is based on an architecture that is different from
the trellis-based setup of ESS and that allows to tailor the used HCSS compositions to the
transmission channel as well as complexity constraints. We further discuss in detail multiset
ranking (MR) and subset ranking (SR) as alternatives to arithmetic-coding (AC) CCDM.
The advantage of MR over AC is that it requires less sequential operations for mapping.
SR operates on binary alphabets only, which can introduce some additional rate loss as a
nonbinary-tobinary transformation can be required. However, the binomial coefficients required for SR can be precomputed and stored in a lookup table. We perform an analysis of
rate loss and decoding performance of the proposed techniques and compare them to other
prominent amplitude shaping schemes. For medium to long block lengths, MR-HCSS and
SR-HCSS are shown to have similar performance to ESS, while using a very different architecture that allows the design to be tailored to the channel. SR-HCSS and uniform 64QAM
are compared in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) simulations and shaping gains of 0.5
dB and 1 dB are demonstrated with 1 kbit and 100 kbit LUT size, respectively.
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Abstract—In this paper, we study amplitude shaping schemes
for the probabilistic amplitude shaping (PAS) framework as well
as algorithms for constant-composition distribution matching
(CCDM). Huffman-coded sphere shaping (HCSS) is discussed
in detail, which internally uses Huffman coding to determine
the composition to be used and relies on conventional CCDM
algorithms for mapping and demapping. Numerical simulations
show that HCSS closes the performance gap between distribution matching schemes and sphere shaping techniques such
as enumerative sphere shaping (ESS). HCSS is based on an
architecture that is different from the trellis-based setup of
ESS and that allows to tailor the used HCSS compositions
to the transmission channel as well as complexity constraints.
We further discuss in detail multiset ranking (MR) and subset
ranking (SR) as alternatives to arithmetic-coding (AC) CCDM.
The advantage of MR over AC is that it requires less sequential
operations for mapping. SR operates on binary alphabets only,
which can introduce some additional rate loss as a nonbinary-tobinary transformation can be required. However, the binomial
coefficients required for SR can be precomputed and stored in a
lookup table. We perform an analysis of rate loss and decoding
performance of the proposed techniques and compare them
to other prominent amplitude shaping schemes. For medium
to long block lengths, MR-HCSS and SR-HCSS are shown to
have similar performance to ESS, while using a very different
architecture that allows the design to be tailored to the channel.
SR-HCSS and uniform 64QAM are compared in additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) simulations and shaping gains of 0.5 dB
and 1 dB are demonstrated with 1 kbit and 100 kbit LUT size,
respectively.
Index Terms—Probabilistic Amplitude Shaping, Sphere Shaping, Huffman Coding, Distribution Matching

I. I NTRODUCTION
A conventional modulation format whose signal points
are equidistant (i.e., lie on a square grid) and equiprobable
(i.e., occur with the same probability) can be tailored to
the transmission channel for improved performance, e.g., less
required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a fixed throughput.
This optimization is known as constellation shaping, and in
general two different approaches exist. Geometric shaping,
on the one hand, optimizes the position of the constellation
points in the complex plane [1]–[4]. This approach offers
large shaping gains for symbol-wise forward error correction
(FEC) decoding. As geometrically shaped constellations often
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do not have a Gray mapping, it can be challenging to achieve
significant shaping gains in bit-interleaved coded modulation
(BICM) systems with binary FEC [5]. Probabilistic shaping
(PS), on the other hand, modifies the probability of the
constellation symbols which remain on a square grid. Classic
PS schemes in the literature include many-to-one mappings
[6], trellis shaping [7], and shell mapping [8].
To the best of our knowledge, coded modulation system
with PS have been investigated in fiber optics as early as
2012 [9], [10] by using trellis shaping and shell mapping,
respectively. More work on PS has been published afterwards,
such as [11], [12]. PS attracted a great deal of attention
within the fiber-optic community in 2014 with the proposal of
probabilistic amplitude shaping (PAS) [13]. The first demonstrations [14]–[16] were presented shortly after. Ever since
then, PAS has been investigated in wireless communications
[17], [18] and particularly in the fiber-optic literature where
various aspects are covered, such as back-to-back sensitivity
analysis [16], field trials [19], interplay with digital signal
processing [20], and investigations into fiber nonlinearities,
both for infinite-length [21]–[23] and finite-length cases [?].
The success of PAS as coded modulation framework for
PS can be attributed to several aspects. As most shaping
schemes, it closes the gap to the Shannon limit and offers
gain of up to 1.53 dB. Furthermore, rate adaptivity is enabled,
i.e, the throughput can be varied with fixed modulation order
and FEC overhead. Finally, its reverse concatenation principle
allows a low-complexity integration of PAS into existing coded
modulation system with binary FEC. The main complexity of
PAS lies in the block-wise amplitude shaper that transform a
uniform binary input to a sequence of shaped amplitudes at
the transmitter and undoes this operation at the receiver.
In the initial PAS proposal, a constant-composition distribution matcher (CCDM) [24] is used as amplitude shaper.
All shaped output sequences generated by a CCDM have the
same empirical distribution, which means that all transmit
sequences are permutations of each other. While a CCDM
asymptotically achieves ideal performance, its finite-length
behavior is suboptimal. The arithmetic coding (AC) algorithm
used for CCDM is an inherently sequential method [24].
The combination of long blocks required for low loss and
sequential processing has lead to a great deal of research
into advanced amplitude shaper schemes that improve upon
CCDM. Examples of fixed-length amplitude shapers include
multiset-partition distribution matching (MPDM) [25], multicomposition DM [26], prefix-free code DM with framing [27],
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enumerative sphere shaping (ESS) [17], shell mapping (SM)
[8], [28], and hierarchical DM [29].
In the first part of this manuscript (Sec. II), we study an
amplitude shaping technique that uses Huffman coding to
address all compositions inside an n-dimensional sphere and
conventional CCDM algorithms for the mapping or demapping
according to the selected composition. This Huffman-coded
sphere shaping (HCSS) approach, which has been introduced
in [30], is a generalization of MPDM and can closely approach the performance of sphere shaping schemes, yet with
a different architecture than ESS and SM. An energy comparison of HCSS with other prominent state-of-the-art shaping
schemes highlights their conceptual difference. We further
present numerical simulations results for rate loss and decoding performance. The second part of this manuscript (Sec. III)
covers subset and multiset ranking, which are alternatives to
the arithmetic coding (AC) method used for CCDM mapping
and demapping. Multiset ranking (MR), also briefly mentioned
in [30], is explained in detail for the first time and algorithms
are presented. Subset ranking (SR) has been proposed before
in [31] as an alternative implementation for binary-alphabet
AC-CCDM that has a greatly reduced number of sequential
operations. In this work, an efficient implementation of SR
based on a lookup table (LUT) is proposed. We demonstrate
that a LUT of approximately 1 kbit size is sufficient to achieve
significant shaping gains of 0.5 dB for 64-ary quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM). Increasing the LUT size to
100 kbit can yield shaping gains of up to 1 dB.
II. H UFFMAN C ODED S PHERE S HAPING (HCSS)
In the following, we review fundamentals of PAS and
amplitude shapers. We then explain HCSS, and compare it
to other shaping algorithms with respect to energy aspects as
well as occupation of the shells in an n-dimensional sphere.
A. Preliminaries of Amplitude Shapers
All considered fixed-to-fixed-length amplitude shapers are
designed to carry out a seemingly simple mapping operation
from a uniformly distributed bit sequence of length k to a
shaped sequence of length n. This mapping function must be
invertible, which makes the considered problem effectively
an indexing task. Mathematically speaking, if all length-n
sequences are in the target set of the mapping function, we
have an injective and non-surjective mapping, meaning that
each bit input must be mapped onto one shaped sequence,
but not every possible sequence of length n is used (as this
would just give a uniform distribution on average). Under
the assumption typically made in PAS that all errors are
corrected by the FEC, the inverse operation, demapping, is
then a bijective mapping from shaped sequences to binary data.
Following [32], we can distinguish between two main
classes of amplitude shapers, depending on the properties of
the output sequences. We speak of the direct approach if
a shaping code is explicitly designed, which corresponds in
the nomenclature commonly used in the context of PAS to a
distribution matcher, either for a single composition (CCDM)
or over various compositions (e.g., MPDM). In this direct
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approach, the transmission rate follows only indirectly from
the probability mass function (PMF) and the employed shaper.
For the indirect approach, on the other hand, a shaping code
is not defined explicitly but obtained by bounding the used
signal space by a sphere, where the maximum energy of the
sphere determines the transmission rate. Prominent examples
of indirect schemes are ESS and SM. More details on this
can be found in, [33, Sec. IV]. The proposed HCSS can be
considered a hybrid between these two classifications. As will
be explained in Sec. II-C, a specific HCSS code is designed,
but the design premise is to approach a signal space that is
bounded in a similar way as for sphere shaping schemes.
B. Rate, Rate Loss, and Related Quantities
The rate of an amplitude shaper is k/n bits per amplitude
symbol. Any finite-length shaping scheme exhibits a rate loss
defined as
Rloss = H (A) − k/n,
(1)
where H (A) is the entropy of the amplitudes A that take on
values from the alphabet A = a1, . . . , am according to the PMF
P A. The rate loss directly reduces the throughput that can be
achieved with PAS, see [25, Appendix]. Hence, for a linear
channel such as the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel, an efficient shaping method seeks to minimize the
rate loss for a fixed block length n, which typically should
also be as small as possible for implementation reasons.1 For
a fixed n, the number of addressable input bits k is defined as


k = log2 nseq ,
(2)
where b·c denotes rounding down to the nearest integer and
nseq is the total number of all possible sequences that are output by the respective shaper. For CCDM, all these sequences
have the same composition, i.e., they are permutations of each
other. A composition C is the ordered set of occurrences
[c1, . . . , cm ]Íof the amplitudes [a1, . . . , am ] in a sequence of
m
length n = i=1
ci . The individual elements of C are formally
defined as
ci = { j : x j = ai } , j ∈ 1, . . . , n, i ∈ 1, . . . , m, (3)
Ím
and we have i=1
ci = n. The number of permutations of a
composition C is determined by the multinomial coefficient
(MC), which is defined as

n!
MC C = Îm
.
(4)
i=1 (ci !)
For MPDM, the permutation count of all permissible compositions must be added. For sphere shaping schemes, the number
of used shells is increased until the required nseq and thus the
desired k is achieved. Since the shells in the design process
are preferably sorted by energy, using more shells increases
the average energy of the scheme. Average energy is defined
as
Õ
E=
P A(a) · a2 .
(5)
a ∈A
1 Notable exceptions are schemes that offer advantages in implementation at
the cost of some extra rate loss, such as the parallel-amplitude transformation
proposed in [31].
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Fig. 1. Tree structure for Huffman coded sphere shaping (HCSS). A prefix
(blue) of the k-bit input defines which composition (red) is to be used. The
remaining payload is mapped via CCDM methods, such as arithmetic coding
or the multiset and subset ranking methods discussed in Sec. III.

For non-constant-composition schemes, the amplitude PMF
P A can be computed from the weighted average of all utilized
sequences.
C. Principle of HCSS
HCSS is most easily understood when viewed as an extension of CCDM and MPDM. As noted above, CCDM
addresses sequences from a single composition and thus, every
CCDM output block has an empirical distribution that is
the target distribution.2 MPDM is an extension of CCDM
to multiple compositions with two constraints. Firstly, for
pairwise MPDM, only composition pairs are utilized, meaning
that for each composition there exists a complement with the
same number of permutations such that the target composition,
and thus the target PMF, is achieved on average over every
pair. Secondly, the number of permutations of each pair must
be a power of two to allow construction of a Huffman tree.
HCSS is then a further generalization of MPDM where the
constraint of having composition pairs is lifted. Instead of just
considering pairs, all compositions are sorted by energy and
used in order of ascending energy until the total number of
permutations allows to address k bits, i.e, until (2) is fulfilled.
For binary input of length k, the selection of composition to be
used is based on Huffman coding. Once the composition has
been found, the mapping problem is that of a conventional
CCDM since we have a constant composition in each node
of the binary Huffman tree. In order to construct a Huffman
tree, the number of permutations of each composition must
be a power of two, which is the same requirement as for
MPDM (and trivially also CCDM). As we will see in Sec. IV,
introducing structure into the n-dimensional sphere results in
small additional rate loss, but allows to use a simple binary
Huffman tree and CCDM methods for sphere shaping.
The mapping of a k-bit input to a HCSS codeword is
illustrated in Fig. 1. First, a prefix (bold blue) determines
which composition to use, in this case C4 . The mapping
of the remainder of the input bit sequence to the shaped
sequence with composition C4 can be done with any CCDM
2 Note

MPDM

3

that this is only the case for the one-sided amplitude symbols because
the PAS sign bits are not perfectly uniformly distributed, which means that
the generated ASK or QAM sequence is not constant composition.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the shell occupation in an n-dimensional sphere for
various amplitude shapers. Figure extended from [33, Fig. 6].

algorithm, such as arithmetic coding or the methods introduced
in Sec. III. The binary Huffman tree is constructed by sorting
all compositions that fulfill the energy constraint in descending
order by their number of permutations, rounding them down
to the closest power of two, and assigning a prefix to each of
them such that the lengths of the prefix and of the payload are
equal to the overall number of addressable input bits k.
D. Energy Considerations
It is well-known that it is beneficial for the AWGN channel to select all possible signal points from within an ndimensional sphere, or equivalently have the signal space
bounded by that n-sphere [17], [34]. CCDM does not have
this property as only sequences of a constant composition are
used, which corresponds to using only a single fixed-energy
shell of this n-sphere. Furthermore, as each shell can consist of
different compositions, CCDM does in general not fully utilize
the shell. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where each gray circle
indicates a shell in the n-sphere, and the center of the rings
corresponds to the zero-energy point. For CCDM, one shell
is partly occupied. MPDM combines compositions with their
complementary counterpart to achieve the desired distribution
on average and thus uses several shells. In contrast to CCDM,
each utilized shell can be populated with one or more compositions, which is indicated in Fig. 2 by the blue MPDM sections
occupying a larger portion of each gray shell. Both HCSS and
ESS can use all shells up to a certain maximum energy, and
the total number of used output sequences then determines the
transmission rate. The difference is that HCSS still operates on
compositions, whereas the concept of compositions does not
directly exist for ESS. Due to the Huffman tree employed in
HCSS, the number of output sequences of each composition
that can be mapped must be a power of two, which means
potentially rounding down the number of permutations. This
is indicated by the open sections in each HCSS shell in Fig. 2.
ESS, in contrast, only has the constraint that the total number
of shaped output sequences must be a power of two (a common
requirements of all amplitude shaping schemes), which is
ideally achieved by not fully using the outermost, highestenergy shell. Nonetheless, the design principle of HCSS allows
to make adjustments to the shaper design that are not feasible
with conventional sphere shaping techniques such as ESS or
SM, as we will show next.
E. Design Modifications to HCSS
The composition-based architecture of HCSS gives the
freedom to select which compositions to use and which ones
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Fig. 3. Average energy increase of MR-HCSS compared to ESS (left, dotted
blue) and Huffman tree depth (right, solid red) versus minimum size of
composition in number of permutations for HCSS.

to omit. For instance, compositions can be excluded that
might have adverse effects for the nonlinear fiber channel
[35]. Furthermore, the size of the HCSS Huffman tree can
be reduced by omitting composition whose contribution to
the total number of permutations is small, which can give a
reduction in computational complexity. This comes, however,
at the expense of an increase in average energy, and thus a
small additional rate loss, if less low-energy shells are used.
In Fig. 3, the energy increase of MR-HCSS over ESS and the
corresponding Huffman tree depth (right axis) is shown for
with n = 20 and rate 1.5 bit/1D-sym. The energy increase is
given in linear scale and is essentially a penalty, stating the
average energy (as defined in (5)) of ESS minus that of MRHCSS. This means that a higher average energy value in Fig. 3
generally means worse performance. For computing average
energy as defined in (5), the amplitude levels are assumed to
be A = {1, 3, 5, 7}. The ESS reference has E = 8.416, which
is obtained by evaluating the average PMF that is achieved by
ESS at the considered parameters. The horizontal axis shows
the minimum number of permutations of each composition,
i.e., compositions whose permutation count (given by the
multinomial coefficient, see (4)) is smaller than that number
are not used. We observe from Fig. 3 that compositions with
permutation count up to 218 can be excluded from HCSS
without a noticeable increase in energy, yet the total number of
compositions is significantly reduced from 172 compositions
to 90. At this point, the additional rate loss compared to
an unmodified HCSS is less than 0.001 bit/1D-sym. When
increasing the minimum permutation count beyond 218 , a
penalty arises, and the rate loss increases from 0.098 bit/1Dsym to 0.14 bit/1D-sym. Directly related to the total number
of compositions is the maximum Huffman tree depth, which,
over the range shown in Fig. 3, decreases linearly from 26 bits
to 11 bits.

In this section, we review the subset ranking (SR) and
multiset ranking (MR) methods, which are alternatives to
arithmetic coding for CCDM. We start with SR, which only
supports binary output alphabets, and then cover the more
general MR that does not have this restriction. Finally, we
discuss the implementation of SR and MR with lookup tables.
A. Subset Ranking
Subset ranking is a CCDM algorithm that requires a binary
output alphabet. In order to support nonbinary alphabets (i.e.,
more than two shaped amplitudes, which corresponds to a
QAM order higher than 16), a nonbinary-to-binary transformation must be performed, for instance by restricting the
PMF to product distributions [18], [36] or by using the
parallel-amplitude (PA) framework [31, Sec. III], which is
used throughout this work for SR. As we will see in Sec. IV,
PA introduces some additional rate loss, yet allows higher
parallelization than other schemes, see [31, Sec. V].
The idea behind SR is that any binary sequence has an
equivalent representation as constant-order subset comprising
the indices where one of the two binary symbols occurs in the
initial sequence. The cardinality of this subset corresponds to
the weight w, which is defined as the number of occurrences of
one of the two binary symbols. All possible subsets of a certain
weight (cardinality) can be sorted according to a specific
ordering, such as lexicographical. Each subset in this sorted
list of subset can then be ranked, with the rank specifying how
many subsets appear in that ordered list prior to the considered
subset. With this approach, an invertible mapping function
is established between the rank (corresponding to the binary
input sequence of length k) and the constant-order subset
(which is an equivalent representation of the shaped binary
output sequence). The CCDM mapping operation for a given
ranking and the subset being the output is thus unranking, and
demapping is called ranking for which the rank for a certain
shaped sequence is sought. We will show a simple example
illustrating SR in the following. For more details, we refer to
[31, Sec. IV].
Example 1 (Subset Ranking). A binary DM of length n = 10
and the
 binary
  distribution P(α) = 0.6, P(β) = 0.4 can map
10
k = log2
= 7 bits to output sequences, each of which
4
contains exactly six times α and four β-symbols. Now let
us represent all possible output sequences by their respective
positions of the β-symbol, where we start counting with one
from the left. For instance, [βααβααααββ] is equivalent to
[1, 4, 9, 10] as β occurs at these indices. Next, we list all
possible outputs sorted according to some criterion. In this
example, we choose lexicographical order, which means that
we start with [1, 2, 3, 4], the next element would be [1, 2, 3, 5]
and so forth. Suppose the binary word to be mapped is
= [1110100], which is 116 in the decimal system, and this is
referred to as rank. The task of SR mapping is now to choose
the sequence in the sorted list that has rank 116, i.e., we pick
the element with 116 predecessors, which can be computed
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(or looked-up) to be [2, 4, 7, 9]. This set states the index of the
β, giving the final output sequence is [αβαβααβαβα]. At the
receiver, the inverse operation is carried out by computing the
rank based on the received shaped sequence.

B. Multiset Ranking
The previously introduced SR requires a binary alphabet. In
the following, we describe multiset ranking (MR) that operates
directly on nonbinary alphabets. By lifting the binary-alphabet
constraint that can cause a small penalty, MR can be regarded
as an implementation alternative to AC-CCDM without extra
rate loss.
For the MR method, we distinguish between the target rank,
which is simply the input bit sequence to be mapped, and the
relative rank, which is defined as the total number of sequences
with lower rank, for a given amplitude with a specified
lexicographical ordering, occurring in a certain position of the
shaped output sequence. Obviously, the relative rank for the
smallest amplitude is always zero since the number of preceding sequences for that element by definition must be zero.
For the remaining amplitudes, the relative ranks are computed
as cumulative sums over the multinomial coefficients of the
composition that is updated based on the considered amplitude
and output position. For instance, the relative rank of the third
amplitude is the sum over the previously computed relative
ranks plus the MC of the target composition with the second
element reduced by one. The reason for this updating rule for
the third amplitude is that we want to determine the number
of permutations when the considered position is occupied with
the first or second amplitude. When all relative ranks are
computed, the amplitude that has the largest relative rank not
exceeding the target rank is chosen. Afterwards, the target rank
and the remaining composition are updated, and the above
steps are carried out until the shaped sequence of length n
is constructed. The algorithm for MR mapping (unranking)
is presented as pseudo code in Algorithm 1. The inverse
operation, MR demapping, is described in Algorithm 2. For
easier notation, we assume that the amplitudes are represented
as natural numbers from 1 to m, i.e., A = {1, 2, . . . , m}, and
denoted the shaped amplitude sequence as s = [s1, . . . , sn ].
In contrast to arithmetic coding, which is serial in k for
mapping and n for demapping, MR is serial in n for mapping
and demapping, and thus requires fewer serial operations
without incurring additional rate loss. We note that the inner
for-loop in Algorithm 1 is considered as fully parallelizable
as the computationally demanding step of calculating the MCs
can be executed in parallel.
C. Implementation with Lookup Tables
As we have seen above, the SR and MR algorithms rely on
computing binomial and multinomial coefficients, respectively.
In the following, we outline the storage requirements when
storing these coefficients in a LUT.
The main advantage of SR over AC are the highly parallel
algorithms for ranking and unranking whose computational
complexity lies mostly in calculating binomial coefficients.
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Algorithm 1 Multiset Ranking: Mapping
Require: C, rtarget
. composition, target rank
1: function MR_M APPING (C, rtarget )
2:
C tmp = C
3:
for i from 1 to n do
4:
r rel ← [0, ..., 0]
. m zeros
5:
for j from 2 to m do . all but the first position
6:
t ← [0, . . . , 0] . temp. variable with m zeros
7:
t j−1 ← 1
. 1 at index j − 1

8:
rrel, j ← rrel, j−1 + MC C tmp − t
9:
end for
10:
find max. index l where rtarget < r rel
11:
si ← al
. populate output sequence
12:
Ctmp,l ← Ctmp,l − 1
. update remaining comp.
13:
rtarget ← rtarget − rrel,l
. update target rank
14:
end for
. return shaped sequence
15:
return s
16: end function
Algorithm 2 Multiset Ranking: Demapping
Require: C, s
. composition, shaped sequence
1: function MR_D EMAPPING (C, s)
2:
C tmp = C
3:
for i from 1 to n do
4:
r rel ← [0, ..., 0]
. m zeros
5:
for j from 2 to m do . all but the first position
6:
t ← [0, . . . , 0] . temp. variable with m zeros
7:
t j−1 ← 1
. 1 at index j − 1

8:
rrel, j ← rrel, j−1 + MC C tmp − t
9:
end for
10:
find index l of si
. index in amplitude list
11:
Ctmp,l ← Ctmp,l − 1
. update remaining comp.
12:
rtarget ← rtarget + rrel,l
. update target rank
13:
end for
14:
return rtarget
. return rank
15: end function

For reasonably short block lengths, all required binomial
coefficients can be precomputed and stored in a LUT. For
a given n, the required number of binomial coefficients to be
computed is
jnk
−1
(6)
2

n 
as they have a symmetry
around n/2 (i.e., wn ≡ n−w
for

n > w) and since n1 = n. The number of required LUT
entries for all DMs with length of at most n is thus
n  
Õ
i
i=4

2


−1 ,

(7)

where the sum starts at 4 as trivial cases can be omitted which
result in a binomial coefficient equal to 1 or n. The size of
each LUT entry is

 
n
log2
(8)
w
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bits, with the maximum size occurring for w = bn/2c. With
(6)–(8) we get an overall LUT size of
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1,000
SR
MR

i

bits. As an example, a LUT for all DMs up to length n = 50
has 14.3 kbit size, with the maximum LUT entry requiring
47 bit. A more detailed study of LUT sizes is given in
Sec. IV-C.
For MR of length-n shaping with m amplitudes, the multinomial coefficients of all compositions up to length n − 1 must
be precomputed. The storage requirements can be reduced by
taking into account that MCs do not change when the order of
the composition elements are permuted, see (4). The overall
size of the LUT for MR of length n is thus
n−1 l
Õ

log2





 m
i
MC Call
,

100

(9)

(10)

i=1
i denotes the set of all compositions with m elements
where Call
and block length i.
The required LUT sizes as a function of block length n is
shown in Fig. 4 for SR and MR. Note that the same LUT can
be used for matching at the transmitter and inverse matching
at the receiver because the binomial coefficients that are to be
computed do not change. We observe that for MR with m = 4
amplitudes, the LUT size already exceed 1 Mbit for slightly
above n = 50, which is due to the large number of different
MCs that must be stored. For SR, in contrast, only 100 kbit
of storage are required for n = 100, and with 1 kbit of size,
a block length of n = 20 is feasible. We note that the entries
of the LUT cannot be used directly for CCDM mapping or
demapping as they need to be further processed, i.e., added
and compared to other numbers such as the rank, see for
example Algorithm 1. The computationally most intense task
of computing those coefficients is however greatly alleviated.
A numerical analysis of required LUT size for certain shaping
gains is presented in Sec. IV.

IV. N UMERICAL A NALYSIS
In the following, we numerically compare the rate loss, the
decoding performance using low-density parity-check (LDPC)
codes and the LUT storage requirements for different amplitude shaping methods.
A. Rate Loss
Figure 5 shows the rate loss in bits per 1D amplitude symbol
(bit/1D-sym) versus n. The amplitude distribution for CCDM
and MPDM is P A = [0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1], and the sphere shaping
methods (both HCSS variants and ESS) are set to operate for
each n at the rate that MPDM achieves. ESS has the lowest
rate loss of all schemes because it uses the signal space in
the most energy-efficient way. The HCSS methods have a
slightly larger rate loss, and we observe that the gap to ESS
reduces when increasing n. The reason for this behavior is
that at a fixed small n, the reduction in the number of input
bits k of HCSS compared to ESS translates into a larger

LUT size [kbit]

 
b 2 c
n Õ
Õ
i
log2
w
i=4 w=2
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100
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Fig. 4. LUT size in kbit versus block length n. For MR, m = 4 amplitudes
are assumed.

absolute rate loss. The performance of MPDM (always using
MR internally) is in most cases worse than SR-HCSS, yet
MPDM allows to obtain a specific average distribution, which
is not feasible with the sphere shaping schemes. Also note that
MR-MPDM and MR-HCSS have similar complexity as they
differ only in which compositions are used, but the underlying
structure of having a Huffman tree and using MR for CCDM
operation is identical. The jagged behavior of MPDM is
because the employed pairwise partitioning can, depending on
n, give a different number of composition pairs with a varying
permutation count, and thus different rate losses. Interestingly,
MPDM sometimes has the same performance as SR-HCSS
although the rate losses stem from two different effects. For
MPDM, the overall rate loss is due to the suboptimal use of
the signal space by only considering pairwise partitions. For
SR-HCSS, on the other hand, all compositions up to a certain
maximum energy are in principle considered, yet the required
parallel-amplitude transformation (see Sec. III-A) introduces
some penalty. Finally, CCDM has by far the worst rate loss
for the considered small-to-medium block lengths.
In Fig. 6, the rate loss penalty with respect to ESS is shown.
We observe that the penalty for the HCSS schemes is only
significant at very short block lengths. Already at n = 50,
the penalty is less than 0.01 bit/1D-sym for MR-HCSS and
less than 0.015 bit/1D-sym for SR-HCSS. We can clearly
see from Fig. 6 how the architecture properties of the HCSS
schemes, which are included to facilitate implementation, lead
to additional rate loss. First, the power-of-two constraint on the
number of permutations of each composition gives some extra
rate loss for MR-HCSS. The parallel-amplitude framework
used for SR-HCSS results in another penalty, yet allows
an efficient LUT-based implementation and highly parallel
operation.
B. Decoding Performance
For the previously investigated shaping schemes, the frame
error rate (FER) after LDPC decoding is shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 5. Rate loss in bits per 1D amplitude symbol versus n. For the two DM
schemes, the amplitude distribution is [0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1]. The sphere shaping
schemes operate at the same rate as MPDM for each block length.
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Fig. 7. Frame error rate (FER) after LDPC decoding versus SNR in dB for
the AWGN channel and 64QAM. The information rate is 4.5 bit/2D-sym.
DVB-S2 LDPC codes of length 64800 bits are used. All SNR differences are
in comparison to uniform signaling and evaluated at a FER of 1e-3.

The HCSS schemes with MR and SR have shaping gains
of 0.15 dB and 0.35 dB, respectively. Overall, the schemes
differ by more than 0.5 dB of shaping gain. This significant
difference in performance is obviously related to the rate loss
results discussed in Sec. IV-A. For n = 100 (solid curves in
Fig. 7), the shaping gains are between 0.73 dB (MPDM) and
0.79 dB (ESS), leading to a gain variation of only 0.06 dB. At
such a small difference, implementation aspects are believed
to be the key differentiator between the different schemes, see
e.g. [37, Sec. 3.3] [33, Sec. VI]. Finally, we note that CCDM
has significantly worse than uniform performance for n = 20,
and a shaping gain of approximately 0.25 dB for n = 100
(both not shown in Fig. 7).

0.08
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14.4

200
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Fig. 6. Rate loss penalty compared to ESS versus block length n.

Note that we use FER instead of bit error rate (BER) as its
shows the percentage of FEC blocks that contain at least one
error and thus, must be disregarded or re-transmitted. We argue
that this metric is more insightful than BER which is not
related to the block-based nature of current communication
systems. We focus on 64QAM at an information rate of
4.5 bit per 2D symbol (bit/2D-sym) over the AWGN channel
and LDPC codes from the DVB-S2 standard with 64000 bit
length. 50 decoding iterations were used in all cases. To
achieve the 4.5 bit/2D-sym information rate, the code rates
are 4/5 for shaped 64QAM and 3/4 for uniform 64QAM. All
reported shaping gains are evaluated at a FER of 1e-3. For
n = 20 (dashed curves), a large spread between the different
schemes is observed, with SNR savings over uniform 64QAM
ranging from −0.03 dB (i.e., a penalty because the rate loss
is more dominant than the gain from having a shaped QAM
distribution) for MPDM, up to 0.52 dB improvement for ESS.

C. LUT Size versus Shaping Gain
Figure 8 shows the shaping gain of SR-HCSS for 64QAM
versus the size of the LUT required for storing the binomial
coefficients. MR is not shown as it has been found to have
lower shaping gain than SR for all considered LUT sizes.
The two considered information rates of 4 bit/2D-sym and
4.5 bit/2D-sym are obtained with two different configurations,
which are 1.5 bit/1D-sym shaping rate and LDPC code rate
5/6 for 4 bit/2D-sym, and 1.85 bit/1D-sym HCSS rate with
LDPC code rate 4/5 for 4.5 bit/2D-sym. A similar trend of
shaping gain increase with LUT size is observed in Fig. 8
for both configurations, yet with a difference of more than
0.2 dB between them. The main reason is that the 4 bit/2Dsym case can achieve a higher shaping gain at this rate, we
operate still close to AWGN capacity, while the 4.5 bit/2Dsym starts to deviate from it due to the limited number of
constellation points, see [25, Fig. 5]. In the following, we
focus on the 4 bit/2D-sym case. With less than 1 kbit LUT size
(corresponding to n = 20), a shaping gain of approximately
0.5 dB is achieved. Increasing the LUT to approx. 7 kbit
(n = 40) gives an improvement of 0.75 dB over uniform
64QAM. The next doubling in block length to n = 80 comes at
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less than 1 kbit. By increasing the LUT size to 100 kbit, the
shaping gain increases to approximately 1 dB.
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Fig. 8. Shaping gain over uniform 64QAM with SR-HCSS versus LUT size
in kbit for 4 bit/2D-sym (black, squares) and 4.5 bit/2D-sym (orange, circles).
The numbers in squares are the corresponding block lengths.

a LUT size increase by an order of magnitude, yet gives only
0.17 dB extra shaping gain, amounting to an absolute gain of
0.92 dB. Following this trend, the asymptotic shaping gains
of approximately 1.15 dB is achieved to within 0.1 dB with
SR-HCSS of length n = 200, yet at a relatively large LUT of
almost 1 Mbit size.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We have described a sphere shaping scheme that efficiently
addresses most of the signal space that lies inside an ndimensional sphere. The proposed Huffman coded sphere
shaping (HCSS) is almost as energy-efficient as conventional
sphere shaping techniques such as enumerative sphere shaping
(ESS). Its construction and mapping methods are, however,
highly different from ESS as HCSS uses Huffman coding to
determine the composition of the shaped sequence and CCDM
methods for mapping and demapping. A numerical analysis
of rate loss and decoding performance after LDPC decoding
shows that HCSS outperforms all considered DM schemes and
performs only slightly worse than ESS for many relevant block
lengths, with the performance gap becoming very small at
around n = 50. As CCDM algorithms are used for mapping
and demapping for the desired composition, HCSS can directly
leverage any improvements made in CCDM algorithms.
We have further studied two CCDM mapping/demapping
methods that are alternatives to the conventional arithmetic
coding (AC). Multiset ranking (MR) mainly relies on computing multinomial coefficients and has a reduced number
of sequential operations for mapping than AC, which could
facilitate high-throughput applications of probabilistic shaping.
We have further studied an implementation of subset ranking
(SR) for which the binomial coefficients are precomputed
and stored in a lookup table. At the expense of a small
additional rate loss compared to MR and AC, SR-HCSS is
numerically shown to achieve significant shaping gains over
uniform 64QAM of approximately 0.5 dB with LUT sizes of
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